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Abstract
I provide a review and critique of meta-analyses and systematic reviews of school-based smoking
prevention programs that focus on long-term effects. Several of these reviews conclude that the
effects of school-based smoking prevention programs are small and find no evidence that they have
significant long-term effects. I find that these reviews all have methodological problems limiting
their conclusions. These include severe limiting of the studies included because of performance
bias, student attrition, non-reporting of ICCs, inappropriate classification of intervention approach,
and inclusion of programs that had no short-term effects. The more-inclusive meta-analyses suggest
that school-based smoking prevention programs can have significant and practical effects in both
the short- and the long-term. Findings suggest that school-based smoking prevention programs can
have significant long-term effects if they: 1) are interactive social influences or social skills programs;
that 2) involve 15 or more sessions, including some up to at least ninth grade; that 3) produce
substantial short-term effects. The effects do decay over time if the interventions are stopped or
withdrawn, but this is true of any kind of intervention.

Background
Researchers and others have developed many schoolbased tobacco prevention programs over the past 30 years.
Early approaches to smoking prevention went through
several phases: informational, affective/motivational and
psychosocial. Thompson [1], in a review of all English
language papers on smoking prevention between 1960
and 1976, concluded that most methods evaluated up to
that time, i.e., informational and affective approaches,
were not effective and this was echoed by Beattie [2].
Many programs can change knowledge, but such change
is not, by itself, enough to alter behavior [3] and, in any
case, quickly decays [4]. Sometimes, information can
actually make behavior worse [3,5] as can some affective
programs [6]. U.S. Government agencies concluded during the late 1980's and early 1990's that traditional

approaches (informational and affective) were largely
ineffective and that the approaches based on social-psychological models [7,8] were modestly effective across a
variety of settings, times and populations [9-12].
Over a dozen reviews of approaches to tobacco control or
substance abuse prevention published since the early
1990's have included school-based smoking prevention
within their realm [9,11,13-27]. Some of these reviews
were broad-based and non-systematic, and some were
very systematic. Earlier reviews of this type always
included school-based smoking prevention as a critical
component of effective broad-based tobacco control.
Many of the later reviews, especially after Lantz et al [18]
tended not to include school-based prevention as an
important component in broad-based tobacco control.
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Lantz et al [18] concluded that "The long term impact of
school based educational interventions is of concern"
(page 49). However, they then emphasize the need to
combine school-based prevention with media programming, other tobacco control efforts, and other problem
behavior prevention efforts. Dobbins et al [28] recently
concluded that "there is reason for optimism regarding
the effectiveness of prevention programs on smoking
behavior and initiation, albeit in the short term." (page.
296).
During this same period there were many reviews [10,2837] and meta-analyses [4,34,38-43] of school-based
smoking prevention. These reviews and meta-analyses
repeatedly reinforced the fact that informational and
affective programs do not work to change behavior. Furthermore, meta-analyses further (established the fact that
some psychosocial programs and strategies, particularly
those that are interactive programs based on the social
influences approach (educating youth about social norms
and influences and providing skills for resisting such
influences), can be effective.
However, findings in the field are sometimes confusing to
practitioners and policy makers because some early or
short psychosocial programs reported promising shortterm effects that did not last [44-48]. In addition, some
tested programs simply were not effective [49]. DARE is a
prime example of a program that seems to be similar to
many successful programs in many ways, yet it has been
proven in multiple studies and two meta-analyses [5052]. These mixed results have led some to question the
overall value of school-based smoking prevention [53].
I now provide a critical review of findings from prior
meta-analyses and reviews. In an accompanying paper
[54] I will provide a review of selected school-based smoking prevention programs with the promise of long-term
effectiveness.

Review of meta-analyses and the cochrane
review
My objective is to provide a critical review of past reviews
to determine whether or not school-based smoking prevention can be effective. Meta-analyses of school-based
prevention programs have used various criteria and so
have varied in scope, from focusing only on the quality of
eleven evaluations (and not their outcomes) [34], to
including 74 smoking prevention studies among 207 substance prevention studies [41], including evaluations of
65 separate programs [4], to reviewing 94 randomized trials of school-based smoking prevention but reviewing
only 23 of then in detail because of methodological limitations with the rest [33]. Reviews of the long-term effects
have also varied in scope from including 25 studies with
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at least 2-year follow-ups [21], to including only 8 studies
with grade 12 (or age 18) outcome data [43]. The result
has been a confusing array of findings, ranging from precise effect sizes for some types of programs [4,41] to a conclusion that most school-based prevention programs do
not work [43,53]
Nan Tobler [55] summarized her series of meta-analyses
and suggested that programs that used interactive learning
strategies and involved same- or similar-age peers as leaders or
facilitators were most effective. Tobler and colleagues found
that smoking prevention programs produced an average
effect size of 0.16, with "interactive" programs producing
a significantly larger effect size than non-interactive programs (0.17 versus 0.05) [41]. Tobler and colleagues [41]
also found that programs that address multiple substances
were less effective at reducing tobacco use than programs
that targeted only tobacco (ES = .10 vs. .17) – but they had
the added benefit of reducing alcohol and other substance
use as well. They also found program effects to be larger in
schools with predominantly special or high-risk (minority, high absenteeism or dropout, poor academic records)
populations. This is an important finding suggesting that
these programs can reduce the gap between low- and
high-risk groups of adolescents.
Hwang and colleagues [4] estimated an average shortterm effect size of .19 for smoking behavior outcomes
from the 65 programs they reviewed. They reported effect
sizes of .22 for attitudes and skill, and .53 for knowledge.
They found that all effects were smaller at delayed followups. Behavior barely decayed over 1–3 years (to .18) but
decayed by half (.09) at follow-ups of 3 or more years
without further programming. Knowledge decayed dramatically by 1 year follow-up (to .19), and attitudes and
skills decayed to about half their original effects by 1 year
follow-up (.10 and .09, respectively).
Hwang and colleagues [4] also estimated the effects of different approaches to smoking prevention operationally
defined as follows. Social Influence (SI) programs
addressed immediate health, social, and cosmetic effects
of smoking; peer and media influences; social norms,
expectations, and acceptance; and other information; as
well as social skills such as modeling, role-playing, and/or
group practice. Cognitive-behavioral (CB) programs
included the elements of the SI approach plus at least two
cognitive skills such as problem-solving, decision-making, assertiveness, self-control, and/or other coping skills.
Life Skills (LS) programs included the components of the
SI and CB programs plus at least one affective skill such as
self-confidence (self-efficacy), values clarification, and/or
generic social skills. A second way of distinguishing programs was by their setting levels: exclusively school-based
only or school plus community settings. The latter setting
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level was defined as including at least one of the following: community members (mass media, community key
workers, parent/family members) and any communityinvolving activity such as homework assignments, awareness activities, organized campaigns, sports or cultural
activities; efforts to develop and enforce a policy on
tobacco use in schools or community; or volunteer work
in the community.
Hwang et al. [4] found that social influences approaches
had average effect sizes for short-term, 1–3 years and > 3
years smoking prevention, respectively, of .12, .15 and
.07; cognitive behavioral approaches had effect sizes of
.21, .21 and NA; Life skills of .29, .16 and NA. I do not
consider these differences in effect sizes between types of
programs to be very meaningful because a) it is very difficult to categorize programs accurately and, in any case,
many of the differences between types of programs have,
in practice, been minimized over time as researchers interacted and mixed components, and b) some of the differences between categories may be due to single research
groups conducting multiple studies of one program that
obtained unusually large effect sizes, as Hwang et al
pointed out. For example, Steve Schinke and Lew Gilchrist
(University of Washington) published results from 7 different small-scale studies of programs that Hwang categorized as using the CB approach, in which students rather
than schools were randomly assigned to conditions, with
higher effect sizes than most other programs and few
long-term follow-ups. Similarly Gilbert Botvin conducted
9 of the 12 studies classified in this meta-analysis as life
skills, with an average effect size of .44, considerably
larger than the others in that category.
Regarding setting, Hwang et al [4] found that school-only
programs reported effect sizes of .22, .16 and .06 at shortterm, 1–3 years and > 3 years, respectively; and school
plus community programs reported effect sizes of .16, .21,
and NA. Again, I do not place much confidence in these
estimates because a) the school plus community category
includes such a wide range of different types of activities
and b) the underlying school program varied greatly
among them. In a previous systematic review of school
and school plus community programs [56], I concluded
that school plus community programs produce about double the
effect when the type of school program is held constant.
Rooney and Murray's [40] meta-analysis of 131 smoking
prevention programs adjusted for studies with a unit of
analysis error, although this had little effect on the overall
effect sizes. The average effect size was around 0.10 at
long-term follow-up. This would approximate to a 4% relative reduction in smoking. Using a modeling approach,
the authors estimated that the impact could be increased
if programs began around sixth grade as part of a multi-
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component health program, gave same-age peer leaders a
role in program delivery, and used booster sessions. They
estimated that this might achieve a relative reduction in
smoking of between 19% and 29%.
Thomas and Perera [33] completed the most thorough
systematic (Cochrane) review of school-based smoking
prevention studies to date with a minimum of 6 months
follow-up after the completion of the intervention. They
reviewed only randomized trials and found 94 of them
(115 others identified as RTCs were eliminated because
the reviewers determined that they were not really RCTs or
because the follow-up was less than 6 months after the
end of the intervention). They rated the methodological
biases of each study and separated studies into those with
minimal risk of bias (category 1), medium risk of bias
(category 2) and high risk of bias (category 3). Six areas of
possible bias were considered for their bias rating: 1)
selection bias (baseline differences due to imperfect randomization or no report of exactly how randomization was
conducted or whether it was concealed), 2) performance
bias (due to problems with program implementation or
contamination of the control group), 3) attrition bias
(due to attrition rates of 20% or more or differential attrition by condition), 4) detection bias (due to differences in
outcome assessment), 5) statistical power bias (due to
inadequate power or no power analysis reported), and 6)
statistical bias (due to inappropriate analysis such as not
taking account of clustering or ICCs were not reported).
Based on these ratings, they found and analyzed in detail
only 23 studies of the highest quality (that suffered from
the least bias). Of the remainder of the studies, 31 were
rated to be in category 2 and 40 in category 3.
These are rather rigid criteria, and even many high-quality
studies of school-based programs cannot meet them all,
partly because many of the criteria are outside the control
of researchers and partly because of editorial decisions by
journals. For example, performance bias is likely in any
school-based effectiveness trial, where regular school
teachers or other providers deliver the program, compared
with an efficacy trial, in which research staff deliver the
intervention. However, this kind of bias is likely to lead to
an underestimation rather than an overestimation of program efficacy, although potentially a true estimate of
effectiveness under real-world conditions. The second
kind of performance bias, contamination of the control
group has become more likely historically, at least in most
developed countries, as more and more schools already
have some form of smoking prevention program, often
derived from the same theoretical principles as the program being evaluated. Again, however, such bias is likely
to lead to an underestimation of program effectiveness
(because the control group is doing smoking education in
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their "business-as-usual" mode rather than no smoking
education).
Attrition is an issue that was more of a problem when the
field considered the student as the unit of analysis. Now
that we (correctly) take the school to be the unit of analysis (as well as of random assignment and program delivery), the amount of attrition at the individual student
level is less of an issue (as long as it is similar across conditions in both magnitude and type). In addition, attrition is likely to be high in schools with high turnover, the
very schools many studies have deliberately selected for
their studies because students in these schools are at highest risk for smoking. Non-differential attrition may reduce
external validity (generalizability) of study results but not
the internal validity (bias). Although attrition should be
assessed and any differential attrition reported (and
adjusted for in analyses if appropriate), studies should not
automatically be penalized based on levels of student attrition.
On the other hand, if one or more schools drops out of a
study, that would be a great cause for concern.
Another consideration is that journals often will not publish all of the details of studies. For example, they often do
not care to know whether randomization was concealed
or not. They usually do not require that ICCs be reported,
and only a few researchers have reported them. Analytical
approaches have changed over time as statisticians have
developed the methods to handle clustered data. Thomas
and Perera determined statistical significance from their
own analysis of odds ratios – the odds of baseline never
smokers starting to smoke by posttest in the intervention
group compared to the control group. When ICCs were
not reported, they assumed an ICC of .097, the average
found in a limited set of older studies [57]. This approach
probably has lower statistical power that necessary and, in
many cases, led to a decision that a difference that was
reported as significant by the original authors was judged
to be non-significant by these reviewers. Thus, this
approach leads to a bias against finding significant effects.
Another criterion that might be overly strict is requiring at
least one assessment at least 6 months beyond the end of
the intervention. As interventions have become more
comprehensive and longer-lasting, it is becoming more
difficult to meet this standard. For example, many programs include some type of follow-up sessions during
high school. It is not clear that a study should be excluded
from consideration in a review because the last posttest
was less than 6 months after the last session, albeit at the
end of high school, when the bulk of the intervention may
have occurred several years earlier.
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It is not clear that eliminating many studies because of the
types of issues discussed above is beneficial to the field
It leads to the omission from consideration of many
important studies, at least just as many of which may be
biased to an underestimate of effect size as are biased to
an overestimate of effect size. The overwhelming focus on
methods is also at the expense of an informed focus on
the interventions. A better approach would be thorough
meta-analyses that provide analyses of the effects of methodological issues as well as programmatic ones [58].

Regarding program types, Thomas and Perera assigned
studies to the groups of information-only, social competence (the Good Behavior Game and the Seattle Social
Development Program), social influences (56 trials, 13 of
which met the criteria for category 1), combined social
competence/influences (e.g., Life Skills Training, Towards
No Tobacco, Child Development Project), and multimodal (i.e., including family or community components).
Some of the assignments are questionable. One glaring
question, for example, concerns why most of Gilbert
Botvin's studies of Life Skills Training were assigned to the
combined social influences/competence category, yet one
was assigned to the social influences group. A study by
Ausems and colleagues [59] and another by Crone and
colleagues [60] were of interventions that clearly included
social influences components but they were categorized in
the information-only category. There are many other
examples of questionable assignment; as Thomas and Perera acknowledge (page 10), it is extraordinarily difficult
for people not intimately involved in the field to determine how to group the different interventions. Most prior
reviews and meta-analyses by people outside of prevention have had major problems with this. Nan Tobler probably did the best job of overcoming this, particularly in
her later papers as she learned more and more about the
programs she was dealing with. In addition, over time, the
programs have become more and more alike as they
incorporate ideas from each other. There is no longer
much that separates some of the programs assigned to the
social competence and social influence groups.
The only outcome reported by Thomas and Perera was the
prevalence of smoking among pretest never smokers. They
did not include other possible outcomes, such as changes
in the proportion of ever, weekly or monthly smokers.
This also unnecessarily limited the studies that were considered.
Within all of the above constraints, Thomas and Perera
concluded that:
1. There is little evidence that information alone is
effective (only one study in this category met their
inclusion criteria).
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2. Nine (which they usually characterize as half in
their text) of 13 studies of social influences that met
their criteria demonstrated effects and 4 did not.
3. The most rigorous and long-lasting test (65 lessons
over 8 years) of a social influences program (Hutchinson) was not effective (see further discussion of this
study below).
4. There was limited evidence for the effectiveness of
social competence programs (only two studies met criteria for inclusion).
5. Of only 3 high-quality studies of the combination
of social competence and social influences, only one
showed a significant effect and one showed a significant effect only for the health-educator led condition
(but not the "self-instruction" condition).
6. Three of the 4 studies of multimodal approaches
that met standards for inclusion produced positive
effects (characterized in the text as providing limited
evidence of effectiveness).
7. There is little evidence of the long-term effectiveness
of smoking prevention programs.
The conclusions reached in this review are overly restrictive for several reasons. First, as pointed out above, too
many studies were eliminated from consideration for suspicions of bias that are unreasonably strict. Second, evaluations of DARE, a program that is known to be
ineffective from several RCTs and two prior meta-analyses
were included with the social influences group. Although
DARE is partly based on the social influence approach, it
is clearly a very poor example of it (see further discussion
below). Third, the focus on the Hutchinson study is
unwarranted – it is an example of a preoccupation with
methods leading to misleading conclusions – as detailed
information about the intervention or data on the shortterm effects of the program have never been reported (see
further discussion below). There is no way to judge
whether or not it was a good example of the social influences approach or another watered-down approach like
the DARE program.

Reviews of Long-term effects
As noted above, Thomas and Perera concluded that there
is little evidence of the long-term effectiveness of smoking
prevention programs. Other recent reviews also raised
questions about the long-term (high school or beyond)
effects of school-based smoking prevention programs.
Wiehe et al. [43] conducted a meta-analysis of the only 8
studies they could find with results reported at grade 12 or
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age 18. These included evaluations of programs of known
ineffectiveness from prior studies (e.g., Hutchinson and
DARE). Other studies included in the meta-analysis were
early studies of the social influences approach [47,61]
that, in retrospect, we should never have expected to have
long-term, or even medium-term, effects. These programs
were initial small-scale experimental tests of the social
influences approach that included only 5–10 sessions in
one or two grades without any boosters or programming
in high school. Another was Project ALERT, which consisted of only 8 sessions in 7th grade and three booster
sessions in 8th grade [44]. Clearly, programs need to
include more sessions, preferably with some in high
school, to be effective in the long term. This is a conclusion that could have been proposed by Wiehe et al but
wasn't.
Of the studies reviewed by Wiehe et al., only the Life Skills
Training (LST) program, which is an interactive program
of 15 sessions in 7th grade, 10 in 9th grade, and 5 in 10th
grade that incorporates the social influences approach as
well as other general personal and social skills, was effective at long-term follow-up. Wiehe et al. concluded that
"there is little evidence to suggest that existing programs
produce medium-term decreases in smoking prevalence
(page 168)." In an editorial comment, Glantz and Mandel
[53] misleadingly stated that the Wiehe et al. review of
long-term trials "convincingly shows that they are not
effective (page 157)." [62]. They then discount the LST
program evaluation because of the use of one-tailed t-tests
and the failure to take account of multiple comparisons.
However, it is perfectly appropriate to use one-tailed ttests when a clear hypothesis is stated, and adjusting for
multiple comparisons would not have eliminated the significant effects. In addition, the short-term effects of LST
have been replicated in multiple studies (see below).
Glantz and Mandel suggest that all aspects of smoking
education should be integrated into regular core curriculum classes. This approach has not been shown to be
effective. Furthermore, it is not likely to happen in the
near future because of the current demands on schools,
nor is it likely to be effective because one would expect
much less adherence to the program components if the
program was delivered by multiple teachers.
Skara and Sussman [21] reviewed studies of 25 tobacco
and other drug prevention programs that included longterm follow-ups (at least 24 months). They found that 18
of the 25 studies reported significant short-term effects
and 15 of 25 reported significant long-term effects. Of 17
studies with pretest and posttest data, 11 (65%) reported
significant long-term effects, with an average reduction in
the percentage of baseline nonusers who initiated smoking in the program condition relative to control condi-
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tions of 11.4% (range 9 to 14.2%). Of the studies with
significant short-term effects, 72% (13 of 18) were found
to have significant long-term effects. Results also indicated that program effects were less likely to decay for programs with extended programming or booster sessions.

Summary of review of reviews
Although meta-analyses and systematic reviews provide
some very useful information (as well as some misleading
information sometimes) for scholars, they do not provide
enough information of value to policy makers and
practitioners
Indeed, meta-analyses can obscure some kinds of information, particularly when there are wide variations
between the types of interventions being reviewed. Metaanalyses make more sense in medicine, where the effects
of the same drug or procedure can be estimated from multiple trials. In a field like school-based smoking prevention, one is often comparing different kinds of programs
with differing formats, theoretical orientations, targeted
behaviors, and targeted populations and age groups. Furthermore, different programs were developed by different
researchers or practitioners with different theoretical or
philosophical orientations (sometimes even when they
claim to be the same), and implemented by different providers who, themselves, have different training and readiness for the work. There are also large differences among
studies in research design and the measurement of smoking behavior. It really takes someone who is intimately
familiar with a body of research and program development to conduct the most useful kind of in-depth review
of a field like smoking prevention, where different programmers and programs have different training, theoretical bases and degree of understanding of children, youth
and their families and other social settings, such as peer
groups, schools and communities.

Despite the above short-comings, the meta-analyses by
Tobler and Hwang provide clear directions on what types
of programs are most effective. On the basis of a systematic review of reviews and individual studies of mediators,
boosters, peer- versus adult-led, community components,
Pim Cuijpers [63] developed a nice summary of the effective ingredients of effective drug prevention programs.
These include:
1. Interactive delivery methods
2. The use of the social influence model (defined more
broadly than by Hwang – see below)
3. Including components on norms, commitment not
to use, and intentions not to use
4. Adding community components
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5. Including the use of peer leaders rather than relying
totally on adult providers
6. Including training and practice in the use of refusal
and other life skills
In addition, meta-analyses have established that programs
that have more sessions, and that continue for multiple
years are more effective.

Additional comments on reviews and metaanalyses
Some programs are not effective
Many smoking prevention programs and activities that
have received lots of attention are not effective, especially
in the long term, when evaluated fully. Examples include
one-time visiting speakers, other one-day special events,
poster competitions, lotteries, etc. A high-profile example
in the literature is the "No Smoking Class" competition,
first established in Finland, where it has been carried out
annually since 1989 [64], and expended to seven countries in 1997/98 [65]. Each participating class has to
decide if they want to be a "Smokefree Class" for the sixmonth period from fall to spring. Classes monitor their
(non-)smoking behavior and report it to the teacher regularly. Classes in which pupils report refraining from smoking for this period of time participate in a prize draw,
where they can win a number of attractive prizes, including trips to other European countries. In addition, three
lessons are provided by teachers. Nonrandomized studies
with high rates of attrition of schools suggest that the program has immediate effects [64,66,67]. However, all three
long-term (15-month, 18-month and 12-month) followup studies, two randomized trials and one not [60,64,68],
demonstrated that the small immediate effects were not
maintained. From theory and other research, we would
expect this.

The Hutchinson project (conducted at the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Center, University of Washington) is another
ineffective program, the evaluation of which has received
lots of attention because it was of high quality and long
term. The project was designed to be a multiyear (grades
3–10) social influences tobacco prevention program. A
large randomized trial (20 school groups per condition)
produced no significant effects at the end of grade 12 or 2
years later [49]. These findings are impossible to interpret,
because the investigators have never reported what effects
there were or were not at any other time, including prior
to entering high school (when most other programs
report short-term results) or at the end of the program
(grade 10). The effects of an intervention should be measured
immediately or shortly after the program, and then the longterm measurement should serve to assess how permanent the
effect is, or how quickly it decays.
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Certainly, one cannot use the Peterson et al. results to conclude that the social influences approach to smoking prevention is ineffective in the long-term deterrence of
smoking among youth, as these authors did. These results
must be interpreted in the context of the many other studies of the social influences approach in the literature
[69,70].
The DARE (Drug Awareness and Resistance Education)
Program was developed by the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) and the Los Angeles Unified School District
(LAUSD) in the early 1980s. They essentially took the two
variants of Project SMART (Self Management and Resistance Training) that were being tested with grade 7 students in LAUSD schools at the time [71], combined them,
and added a great deal of information about drugs
(including, in some variants of the program as delivered,
what they looked like, where to get them, and how to take
them), for LAPD police officers to deliver to grade 5 and 6
students. The results of a randomized trial of the two
SMART variants found that the resistance skills program
was effective and the self-management program actually
led to increased drug use relative to control group students
[71,72] These results, combined with our knowledge that
information usually does not influence behavior very
much or actually makes things worse [3,5] and the use of
police officers who are not usually highly skilled teachers,
make it no great surprise that DARE is not effective.
Although early nonrandomized studies suggested that
DARE sometimes had small effects for elementary school
students, multiple randomized trials [50,73-77] and
meta-analyses [51,52] have shown that DARE has little or
no impact on drug use in the short term and none in the
long term. In response, DARE has developed new programs for junior and senior high school students; the junior high program also has been shown to be ineffective
[78,79] and evaluations of the high school program are
not yet completed.
Many health education programs are promoted as being
effective even without good evaluation data. One smoking prevention program in this category is the "Tar Wars"
program for elementary students operated by the American Academy of Family Physicians http://www.tar
wars.org. Physicians or medical student volunteers go into
4th and 5th grade classrooms and provide one interactive
45-minute session that focuses on the short-term, imagebased consequences of tobacco use. This is preceded by a
lesson provided by the regular classroom teacher to teach
students that, contrary to their perception, tobacco users
are in the minority. The guest session is followed by a
poster contest. A quasi-experimental evaluation suggests
that this program produces short-term changes in knowledge [80]. Despite the lack of rigorous evaluation data, the
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AAFP claims that this program has reached 8 million children in 50 states and 13 countries [80], including developing countries such as Nepal (see http://
www.tarwars.org/online/tarwars/home.html
accessed
January 18, 2008).
Another program that has been promoted as being an
effective prevention program, but that had no long-term
effects on smoking, is the Michigan Health Education
Model. It consists of 30 lessons taught during grades 5–8,
some of which include resistance skills training. Although
it produced an 82% relative improvement (RI) in ever
smoking at the end of the program [48,81], no significant
effects on smoking behavior remained by the end of grade
12 – indeed, there was a negative effect for boys [48]. It
seems that the prevention content of this program was not
intensive or long enough to produce permanent effects,
that additional programming might have been needed
when the students were adolescents, and/or that some
content may even have had a negative effect as some older
informational programs did.
Even programs of "proven effectiveness" do not always
work
"Evidence-based practice" and other related terms have
become common terms and standards in the U.S. and
other countries in recent years. Multiple agencies have
reviewed evaluation studies of substance abuse prevention programs and produced lists of "scientifically
proven" or "evidence-based" programs (For one list of
lists
see
http://www.cdc.gov/HealthyYouth/Adoles
centHealth/registries.htm accessed January 18 2007). The
University of Colorado provides a comparative matrix
http://www.colorado.edu/cspv/blueprints/matrix.html
accessed January 19, 2007). For one list of lists see
http:www.cdc.gov/HealthyYouth/AdolescentHealth/regis
tries.htm accessed January 18 2007). The University of
Colorado provides a comparative matrix (http://
www.colorado.edu/cspv/blueprints/matrix.html accessed
January 19, 2007). The stated purpose of these lists and
guides is to help decision makers, at both the federal and
local levels, choose programs that are supported by the
best available evidence [82]. These many lists have been
confusing for practitioners because each uses different criteria and produces very different lists of "proven" programs [83,84], yet they can have a profound influence on
decision making. For example, after the U.S. Department
of Education compiled one such list (of 9 "exemplary"
and 33 "promising" programs) with the help of a panel of
eminent prevention researchers, most school districts
using Federal funds believed that they had to select a program from that list [85].

Another difficulty with these lists is that some of the programs that appear on them have very limited evidence of
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effectiveness [84]. Gandhi and colleagues analyzed the
reported effects of five prominent programs that appeared
on one or more of seven prominent lists of substance
abuse prevention programs. They found limited evidence
showing substantial impact on drug use behavior, even at
immediate posttests for most programs, with the evidence
for the effectiveness of most programs coming from only
one or two studies, usually conducted by the program
developers. In particular, they found very few studies
showing substantial impact at longer follow-ups. Thus,
even many of the programs that qualify for even the most
rigorous of these lists do not yet have the kinds of data to
meet rigorous standards of evidence required for being of
proven efficacy, effectiveness or readiness for dissemination [83].
Policy makers and educators must be cautious about how
they go about adopting and implementing smoking
prevention programs, even those of "proven effectiveness"
Just because a program has been proven effective in a randomized trial does not mean that it will always be effective when delivered to different types of students (who
may differ by age, culture or personality), by different providers (trained health educators, research staff, other types
of visiting instructors, regular teachers), in different settings (e.g., community agencies, after-school programs). A
clear example of this is the European Smoking prevention
Framework Approach (ESFA) [86]. The ESFA was initiated
in 1997 as a community intervention trial conducted in
six countries (Denmark, Finland, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain and the UK). It used an integrated preventive
approach to smoking prevention guided by best-practice
principles available at the time [12]. It targeted adolescents in and out of school as well as their parents and the
schools themselves [86,87]. Short-term effects 1 year after
the pre-test [87] were non-significant overall but significant effects were observed in Finland (smoking onset was
4.7% lower) and Spain (smoking onset was 3.1% lower);
however, counter-productive trends were observed in
Denmark and the UK. Long-term overall effects [88] were
small but significant (RI = 6.4%), with larger effects in Finland (RI = 14.8% for weekly smoking, but no effect for
ever smoking – see Vartiainen et al. [89] for more detail),
Portugal (RI = 36% for weekly smoking, 14.9% for ever
smoking) and Spain (RI = 11.8% for weekly smoking and
6.3% forever smoking), and reverse effects in the Netherlands (except for non-natives). Effects were stronger in
countries where more lessons were offered, teachers were
trained longer, parents and community were more
engaged, and the social influence content was taught well.

The details of the ESFA programs varied considerably
across countries. Such variations may have accounted for
the differences in outcomes, and prior research may be
informative. For example, some studies have found pro-
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grams to be ineffective (or even harmful) when delivered
by regular classroom teachers [90,91]. The use of peer
leaders has been found to improve effectiveness [63,92],
but they were not used in the ESFA. Some studies have
reported effectiveness only when programs were delivered
with high fidelity [91,93-96].
Programs with replicated findings are more likely than
programs for which there is no prior evaluation to be
effective in different settings, but only if those replications
showed effectiveness in many different types of students,
providers and settings in evaluations by different investigators. The program with the most replications is Life
Skills Training (to be reviewed below), but most of these
have been conducted by the program's developer in the
U.S, with replications in Spain and Europe.
Gandhi et al [84] found that only two of the programs on
the lists they reviewed had studies of long-term follow-up,
[93,97]. These will be reviewed below.
Cultural sensitivity
Cultural sensitivity is believed to be important in public
health [98] and for effective prevention [99-113]. Many
studies have evaluated the effectiveness of untargeted or
targeted prevention curricula in white, minority, or
diverse samples, but few studies have directly compared
culturally relevant smoking prevention curricula with curricula that do not address cultural issues [114]. Botvin et
al [115] have found that culturally targeted and non-targeted versions of their Life Skills Program were both more
effective than a control condition in preventing smoking
among African American and Hispanic adolescents.
Another group [102,116-119] compared prevention curricula targeted to the values of several cultural groups: a
Mexican American curriculum, a Black/White curriculum,
and a multicultural curriculum. All three curricula were
more effective than a control condition, with the Mexican
American and multicultural curricula affecting more outcome variables (regardless of the students' ethnic characteristics) than the Black/White curriculum.

In a study in ethnically diverse schools (Hispanic, AsianAmerican, Caucasian) in Southern California, Johnson
and colleagues [114,120] compared two 8-session, socialinfluence based curricula. One was an individualistframed program, a version of the SMART program [72]
with highly individualized content that emphasized
"looking after yourself" (Project CHIPS – Choosing
Healthy Influences for a Positive Self). The other was a
collectivist-framed program that included cultural values
from Hispanic and Asian cultures that emphasized collectivist objectives, interdependence of family members,
respect for ancestors, and harmonious interpersonal relations (Project FLAVOR, Fun Learning about Vitality, Ori-
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gins and Respect). They found that only the culturally
sensitive curriculum (Project FLAVOR) significantly
effected smoking initiation. The effects were larger for
schools with large proportions of Hispanic students, and
especially among the Hispanic students within those
schools. Indeed, the multicultural program was effective
only for Hispanic students in mostly-Hispanic schools. In
contrast, the individualist-framed curriculum was effective only for Asian students in Asian/multicultural
schools.
The kinds of results reported above suggest great caution
is needed when implementing programs with different
ethnic groups or in different cultures. On the one hand,
some programs seem to be equally effective with many
different groups but, on the other hand, some studies suggest that making programs culturally relevant might be
very important. Clearly, we need more research on this
issue. In the mean time, any community or country adopting
a program will need to evaluate it rigorously to determine its
effectiveness in the new setting or culture.

Conclusion from review of reviews
In summary, findings from various reviews and metaanalyses suggest that school-based smoking prevention
programs can have significant long-term effects if they:
(1) are interactive social influences or social skills programs
that
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